Supplementary Figure S1 Venn diagram of the number of DEGs in the leaves and roots of Z004 and Z011 after salt treatment (a) Venn diagram of the number of DEGs in Z0041L vs Z0040L, Z00424L vs Z0040L, and Z00472L vs Z0040L. (b) Venn diagram of the number of DEGs in Z0041R vs Z0040R, Z00424R vs Z0040R, and Z00472R vs Z0040R. (c) Venn diagram of the number of DEGs in Z0111L vs Z0110L, Z01124L vs Z0110L, and Z01172L vs Z0110L. (d) Venn diagram of the number of DEGs in Z0111R vs Z0110R, Z01124R vs Z0110R, and Z01172R vs Z0110R.
Supplementary Figure S2 qRT-PCR validation of 20 genes randomly selected from the 39 DEGs in Table 1 in Z004 and Z011 roots. The error bars indicate the SEs.